
                                Socially Acceptable
Presents

          Get  Mess y
a magazine for kids’ creativity 

                                 Every Thursday in January 2023, 18 students 
                                 participated in an after-school program at Simis 
                                 Elementary where they explored their creativity 
                                 by building forts. 

In Week 1, students were split into groups and given PVC pipes, cones, and 
blankets. This is where the magic took us: 

Issue 1



We entered Week 2 learning to build a base. 

Building a base lead to sturdier forts. 

Some students enjoyed building bases 
while others decorated the forts with 
sheets and poster boards. 



In week 3, we put it all together. Students knew their talents and guided 
themselves towards the tasks they enjoyed. Their strengths gelled together 
and the forts began to connect.  

    In Week 4, we built the strongest forts we could then played dodgeball! 

Both forts were still standing at the end of the game! 

We built strong, durable forts! 

I’m creative. Now what? 
               Congratulations on discovering this unique and valuable trait about yourself! Creativity is a gift and 
              a responsibility. The next step after discovering you’re creative is being open to going on the path 
              to find out how your creativity will be useful to yourself and others. This can be a life-long journey 
              and that’s perfectly fine! Begin with knowing that creativity is just connections. We’re being creative 
              when we connect things together and bring them to life in a new and original way. When we stack 
              carpet squares on a tire, jump on it, and call it a trampoline, we’re connecting carpet squares to a 
              tire and bringing a “backyard” trampoline to life. As your creative talents and gifts grow, your unique 
              journey will show you how you can make those creative connections useful and valuable. Trying and 
              making mistakes along the way will be part of the process.  



Dinosaur Island 
You’ll Always Have Yourself and Your Creativity 

Let’s be imaginative with only the items we have already. 
Connect two items and see if there’s any fun, silly, or new ways to play with them. 

Example: A hair brush and a rubber band could make a slingshot! 

Words for Creative Kids

                                                  a toothpick                            a cup 
                                                  an apple                                paper clips
                                            a toothbrush                the cardboard from a roll of paper towels          
                                                  a marble                                spoons             
                                                    a comb                                 some yarn                      
                                               a dog collar                               a toy car                                         
                                                   a yo-yo                                 an action figure
                                                a fake plant                              an old lamp shade  
                                                a paper bag                             a box  
                                          a stack of books                            an action figure 

Feelings- Responses from our bodies and minds that we sense and feel. Feelings can be like messages. 

Goals- A predetermined milestone on a direction or path. 

Imagination- Your mind’s ability to form new ideas or images.                                               

Insight- When you see the true connections of a situation, no matter how it’s presented. 

Intelligence- Applying what you learn. 

Learning- Gaining skills, knowledge, and experiences. 

Mistakes- The short-term outcome of being off or wrong with a decision or situation. Since creative people are 
always trying, mistakes are part of the process! 

Patterns- Connections that occur on a regular basis. 

Resources-  A supply of something of value. 

Resourceful- Being full of resources. We use resourceful to describe someone when they’re full of good ideas that 
can help solve problems. 

Smart- Your ability to connect and understand the things you learn. 

Trying- Moving forward with an attempt, even when an outcome isn’t guaranteed. 

     For more or to have Get Messy sent directly to your home, visit www.kidsandcreativity.education


